I WAS ALWAYS SEEING THOSE
EXCITING BONUSES THAT SOME
BANKS OFFER FOR OPENING UP
A NEW BANK ACCOUNT.
AT ONE POINT I FIGURED
WHY NOT GO FOR IT?
I really wanted a new watch but the
price tag was a bit over what I wanted
to spend out of my pocket.
I set a goal for myself - earn $2,500
towards a new watch through money
I earn opening new bank accounts.
Here’s what I did.

HOW IT WORKS
There are many banks that offer a cash sign up
bonus for opening up a bank account with them.

FIRST STEP - OPEN A NEW ACCOUNT
The first thing to do is open up a bank account. It has to be a bank that
offers a sign up bonus. I referred to a list by Doctor of Credit which lists
all the banks and their sign up bonuses. You can check it out here.
Since I live in New York I was able to only run target bonuses that were
eligible to me according to my zip code. You will have to make sure that
your zip code is eligible for the bonus for the banks you choose.
Use the link to pick the bank accounts you want to open. The list is
constantly being updated so you can thank me later for the reference :)
There are many options to choose from. Every bank account has
different bonus amounts, different requirements, different fees (if
there are any bank account fees), and more which will take part in
your decision on the bank accounts you choose to open.

HOW TO QUALIFY FOR THE BONUS
Direct deposits are usually employment salaries directly deposited to
your bank account. Some banks, in order for you to qualify for the

welcome bonus, will need you to make a direct deposit to the newly
opened account. Therefore, you would need to make sure every bank
account you open receives a direct deposit.
Do you want to approach your boss with the information for a
different bank account every payday so that you can get all those direct
deposits? Since it’s not recommended to drive your employer crazy like
that, how else can you receive a direct deposit without having direct
deposits coming in? Is there an alternative to trigger a direct deposit
so that you can be eligible for that welcome bonus?
Doctor Of Credit put out a list with various methods that banks
consider a direct deposit. You won’t actually have to make a direct
deposit but you’ll be able to make a different sort of transaction and
it’ll be counted as a direct deposit which will trigger the bonus to
come into your account
You can check out this list for eligible activities that trigger the direct
deposit bank by bank. Some of it includes PayPal transactions, Google
Pay, transferring money from different accounts, and so on.

OTHER REQUIREMENTS
You will have to check with each bank if there are further requirements
for getting the bonus. Some examples of requirements can be:
Having the account open for a certain amount of time
Leaving a minimum balance
Making purchases
etc.
It will all be mentioned in the account terms.

GET YOUR BONUS
After taking the above steps:
Choosing bank accounts to open up
Verifying you will qualify for the welcome bonus
according to your zip code
Reaching the bonus requirements
you should be getting your bonus money in your bank account within the
timeframe given by the bank. You can withdraw the money and keep it!

Can I close the new account
immediately after getting the bonus?
Once you get your bonus, you might feel like closing the bank
account right after. If you got your bonus, why keep the account
running?
So if you got the bonus and the account requirements were filled,
you can close the account. I never saw anyone being blacklisted
just for closing their account soon after opening it. If you want to
stay safe maybe leave the account open, and close it later on.

Does opening and closing
a bank account affect your credit?
The good news is that “NO”. Opening or closing bank accounts
does not affect your credit in any way.

MY COURSE OF ACTION
Following are the accounts I opened up to get me
to my goal. Note that each bonus I got was doubled
because my wife did the exact same thing so we can
reach double bonuses. All the money went to me
though. :)

100 - DOUBLE IS $200

$

This one was really easy. I simply followed the link

TOTAL BONUS
AMOUNT
SO FAR

off the list we spoke about earlier. I opened a cash
management account, which is similar to a checking
account. I had to use a promo code, FIDELITY100.

$200

Then all I had to do was deposit $50 within 15
days of opening the account. I transferred the
money from my Chase account to the Fidelity
account. The $100 bonus was in my Fidelity
account 3 weeks later.

290 - DOUBLE IS $580

$

I opened an online Chime account through Mypoints
and downloaded the Chime app. I set up a direct
deposit of $200 within 30 days and got 44,000
Mypoints worth $290.

$

780

400 - DOUBLE IS $800

$

$

1580

$

1880

So here I opened up an Easy checking account
because it is the cheapest one of the three account
options (platinum and gold are the other two) at a
monthly fee of $6.95.
The promo code I used was 2021Q4C. The fee
is actually waived if you have a monthly average
balance of $1,500 or more. I then had to enroll in
the U.S. Bank mobile app. To get $400, I had to
make a direct deposit of $5,000 within 60 days.
I did that and got my bonus.

150 - DOUBLE IS $300

$

In addition to making a direct deposit, Affinity also
required to make 10 purchases with the debit card
within the first 90 days. So I opened the Affinity
Cash Back debit account online. Making purchases
was easy.
But first I worked on depositing $500 per month,
for three months, into the account as direct
deposits. Within the following month I
received the $150 bonus in my account.

132 - DOUBLE IS $264

$

$2144

I opened a Varo bank account. For a smaller
bonus could have gotten away without even
making deposits. But I wanted the larger bonus
so went with the MyPoints application link.
I had to direct deposit $25 to get a $132 bonus!

TOTAL
BONUS
AMOUNT:

BUSINESS CHECKING ACCOUNT
$
300 - DOUBLE IS $600
I opened up a kabbage business checking
account. I had to complete 5 transactions
on the Kabbage debit card.
Once the 5 transactions were completed I got
the $300 deposited about two weeks later.

$

2744

I made it to a whopping $2744
which was over my goal.

$2500 went straight towards a new
watch. The rest of the money was
payback for the account fees I had
to pay, and change for my wife.

You can do this too!

